
 

 

 

 

 

General Services Administration (GSA) Multiple Award Schedule (MAS)- 

Consolidated  
Mission  

The GSA Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) Consolidated offer federal, state, and local agencies the ability to 
meet acquisition challenges while achieving their missions in a streamlined, effective commercial contracting 
vehicle using Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) 8.405 ordering procedures. The GSA MAS Consolidated 
Schedule provides federal agencies the ability to use a single, long-term, government-wide contract to procure 
a wide range of professional services.   

Status 

GSA schedules have no dollar ceiling; in fact, GSA schedule sales totaled $32 billion in the 2018 fiscal year.  
LinQuest has delivered acquisition, planning, and full systems engineering and integration (SE&I) services 
through task orders on GSA schedules.   

GSA Consolidated Schedule Prime Contractor Overview  

LinQuest’s GSA MAS Consolidated Schedule Contract number is 47QRAA21D009B and includes the following 
Special Item Numbers (SIN): 

  

 

GSA Consolidated Schedule POCs 

To learn more about working with LinQuest Corporation via the GSA MAS Consolidated Schedule, please reach 
out to us by e-mail at LQwebsite@linquest.com or view our schedule at 
https://www.gsaadvantage.gov/ref_text/47QRAA21D009B/0Z0UWR.3UR7RF_47QRAA21D009B_47QRAA21D009B
V202401.PDF  
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General Services Administration (GSA) Multiple Award Schedule (MAS)- 

Consolidated  
Mission  

The GSA Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) Consolidated offer federal, state, and local agencies the ability to 
meet acquisition challenges while achieving their missions in a streamlined, effective commercial contracting 
vehicle using Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) 8.405 ordering procedures. The GSA MAS Consolidated 
Schedule provides federal agencies the ability to use a single, long-term, government-wide contract to procure 
a wide range of professional services.   

Status 

GSA schedules have no dollar ceiling; in fact, GSA schedule sales totaled $32 billion in the 2018 fiscal year.  
LinQuest has delivered acquisition, planning, and full systems engineering and integration (SE&I) services 
through task orders on GSA schedules.   

GSA Consolidated Schedule Prime Contractor Overview  

LinQuest’s GSA MAS Consolidated Schedule Contract number is 47QRAA18D000L and includes the following 
Special Item Numbers (SIN): 

 

 

GSA Consolidated Schedule POCs 

To learn more about working with LinQuest Corporation via the GSA MAS Consolidated Schedule, please reach 
out to us by e-mail at LQwebsite@linquest.com or view our schedule at 
https://www.gsaadvantage.gov/ref_text/47QRAA18D000L/0XXP5G.3TO207_47QRAA18D000L_47QRAA18D000L
VERSIONJAN2023.PDF 
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